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Abstract. Creating avatar-augmented presentations that extend gesture and an-
notation to distance education is laborious and time-consuming. We present 
Avatar Augmented Annotation (AAA), a project to design and share web based 
e-Learning materials using an animated avatar and digital inking. Using AAA, 
the instructor can create a presentation, using freehand annotations that include 
high-level teaching behavior without doing any programming. The AAA then 
generates a script expressed in XML and augments the presentation with an 
animated avatar following each annotation. We found that AAA provides posi-
tive educational effectiveness and usability compared to previous online 
courseware. 

1   Introduction 

Today e-Learning, web-based teaching (WBT), and distance learning techniques are 
common in university classrooms[1],[2],[3]. These approaches enable students to 
learn in their own spaces and times[2],[3].  However another issue offset this advan-
tage: interactions between students and teachers provide more educational ef-
fect[2],[3],[7]. If online teaching systems can’t provide any interactions, students 
become bored with online coursework. Many students who take online coursework 
print out all web materials as exam period approaches in our experiences.  

To address this problem, some interaction techniques are proposed. Many com-
mercial online coursewares provide video and animation clips that have advantages 
over static web courseware. Several recent systems provide a Cyber Teaching Assis-
tant (CTA) to improve the educational effect of static WBT material. The main ad-
vantage of classroom instruction over distance education is that students can easily 
observe gestures and annotations performed in live instruction. Shindo[2] developed 
CTA for a programming class that includes an animated avatar and scenario markup 
language. CTA responds to student questions and calls using previously defined sce-
nario files from a database. Ray[3] makes a course that uses an animated agent to 
guide students and emphasize specific teaching material. Ray found that students 
overwhelmingly preferred the animated lecture courses over other online courses they 
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had taken. Mash[4] generates a script to control an MS-Agent avatar[6] without re-
quiring the user to do any programming. In Mash, the user simply chooses gestures, 
types in the accompanying script, and saves the file. 

Surprisingly, avatars may be a better approach than live video[7] – for example, 
this approach enables an instructor to update a presentation over time, without need-
ing to keep the same suit of clothes in the closet! However, a key limitation of such 
systems is that the content provider must build avatar movement and interaction into 
web material manually using a script or other programming language. Creating these 
avatar-augmented presentations is usually laborious and time consuming. Mash used a 
parameter box to control the avatar, in which the user enters the physical parameter in 
the ‘X’, ‘Y’ field even though it doesn’t require programming. Mash generates script 
for MS product and mash’s format which can’t be shared in other system.  

Annotation can minimize such effort. Annotation (digital inking) is an important 
feature of a digital lecture or presentation system[1],[9]. Digital inking can capture the 
knowledge between student and teacher and easily share and reuse material[1],[9]. 
Webtour[5] allow to web document designer augmenting the contents with digital ink. 
Webtour records a user’s drawing and supports playback with web media. This sce-
nario is useful and cost effective. But, Webtour can only synchronize annotation itself 
without any animated agent.  

Thus we believe that avatar augmented annotation tool for e-Learning, can enhance 
learning effects of distance education and usability. We present the Avatar Aug-
mented Annotation (AAA) interface, which supports a method to design teaching 
scenarios and augment them using an animated avatar in web based learning materi-
als.  The instructor first creates a presentation, and then marks up the presentation 
using freehand annotations such as underlining, circling, and selects teaching behav-
ior such as introduce, exit which be done by animated avatar. The AAA then gener-
ates XML based script to control the avatar movement. Finally AAA augments the 
presentation with an animated avatar that follows the annotations sequentially, draw-
ing attention to the content that the instructor indicated. 

2   Overview of Avatar Augmented Annotation 

The overview of AAA interface shown in Figure 1. 
As shown in Figure 1, AAA includes an authoring interface to make a scenario 

with avatar and annotation interface to allow a student to add his or her own knowl-
edge or perspective.  

On the authoring interface side, the key components are: 

▪ Annotation recognizer to allow freeform drawing from scenario designer 
and determine its type. 

▪ Script generator to control avatar movement and create avatar control mar-
kup language (XML) that includes high-level teaching behavior. 

▪ Synchronizer to interpret the script and map avatar behavior to low-level 
avatar movement. Then synchronizer plays avatar lecturing on the 
HTML/XML document. 
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On the annotation interface side, the key modules are: 

▪ Annotation recognizer to determine marking type such as line, circle, note 
annotation from the student. 

▪ Annotation integrator to store marking as the markup language and print out 
annotation to the screen. 

We describe each interface in detail in the following sections.  

 

Fig. 1. Overview of AAA interface 

3   Avatar Annotation Markup Language 

We define Avatar Annotation Markup Language (AAML) to express annotation and 
control animated avatar on web document. In AAA, instructor draws freehand annota-
tions and adds comments. Then system creates annotation and avatar motion informa-
tion represented in XML form. This approach allows users to more easily control the 
avatar behaviors, compare to previous efforts[2],[3],[8]. Creating scenarios using 
digital inking in the HTML/XML document requires that graphic information of the 
markings and context information of the original document be presented in the form 
of external links[9]. Through external linking, markings are saved independently from 
the original document and can be shared by multiple users. The overall structure of 
AAML is shown in Figure 2 (A). 

AAML includes ‘meta’ and ‘annotationList’ elements. A ‘meta’ element includes 
attributes for lecturer, lecture name, date and note. The annotationList element in-
cludes each annotation elements (Figure 2 (B)). Annotation has ‘type’, ‘behavior’,  
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‘context’, ‘comment’ and ‘avatar’ elements. The type element of an annotation ex-
presses one of nine marking types, for example ‘line’, ‘ellipse’, ‘highlight’ and others. 
The behavior element describes a high-level motion set for describing avatar behavior 
in the teaching material.  

 

  
(A)                                                                       (B) 

Fig. 2. Overall structure of AAML and an example of AAML document 

We define 5 kinds of behavior including ‘viewFront’, ‘enter, ‘introduce’, ‘lecture’ 
and ‘exit’ behavior. If the instructor does not select any behavior, the system selects 
‘default’ behavior. Context elements include ‘nonstructural’ and ‘structural’ sub ele-
ments. A non-structural context has target (anchor) text. A structural context describes 
a point and offset within the annotated part such as Xlink and Xpointer. 

4   Authoring Interface 

In the authoring interface, the instructor first marks on the web content and then se-
lects the teaching behavior of AAML such as introduce, exit, and others. The system 
generates a teaching scenario with AAML and web contents. The interpreter analyzes 
scenario information saved as XML and maps high-level motion of teaching behavior 
to low-level motion of avatar movement. Lastly, the authoring interface augments the 
animated teaching avatar to follow the annotation.  

Figure 4 and shows a scenario for a data-structure course lesson on simple stack 
operations. Our prototype is based on a Window XP and XML document. This sup-
ports 3D-based avatar motion renderer (Figure 3(A)) or 2D-based MS-Agent[6] (Fig-
ure 3 (B)) and we will describe each interface in detail next. 
Figure 3 shows a screen shot of marking procedure by the instructor. The instructor 
draws free-form annotation and selects teaching behavior defined in AAML. In Fig-
ure 4 (A), instructor draws annotation on his interesting point. User draws marking on 
‘push’ and ‘pop’ context with ‘Viewfront’ behavior selection in Figure 4 (B). He can 
add a comment that the avatar will pronounce when the avatar presents the lecture on 
the push and pop concepts.  

 

<annotationList>

<annotation> 
 <type areaSelect="false"> 
   <eiilipse color="16744576" page="1"/>  
 </type> 
 <behavior></viewfront></behavior> 
 <context> <nonStruc-
tural>pop</nonStructural> 
   <structural> 
     <startingElement   
       offset="138"path="/body[2]/chapter[0 
       ]/p[3]/#text[0]"totalOffset="266"/> 
    <endingElement  
        offset="-43" 
ath="/body[2]/chapter[0]/p[3 
         ]/#text[0]"totalOffset="264"/> 
   </structural> 
 </context> 
 </avatar name="santa"> 
</anntation>
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(A)                                                             (B) 

Fig. 3. Screen shot of authoring interface 

The AAA system generates a scenario script based on AAML after the user pushes 
the save button. The system recognizes the free-form marking type and analyzes the 
context behind the marking, which consists of element and physical position.  

 

  
(A)                                                             (B) 

Fig. 4. Presents ‘push’ and ‘pop’ concept 

Figure 4 shows the avatar augmenting procedure after the user pushes the ‘avatar 
play’ button. Subsequently the system interprets high-level behavior of AAML and 
sends it to the avatar motion generator to generate low-level avatar movement. The 
motion-generator traces the positions of annotation anchors and creates a physical 
path to each annotation, in order to play back the avatar animation. This approach 
enables the instructor to design a teaching scenario without having to know a script 
language or to understand the system architecture in detail. 

AAA supports synchronization between an animated avatar and a multimedia ob-
ject. In Figure 5 (A), instructor moves each box to show the concept of pushing an 
element onto the stack. After that, AAA synchronizes the movement between a box 
and an avatar using internal rules (Figure 5 (B)). 
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(A)                                                            (B) 

Fig. 5. An example of synchronization process 

5   Annotation Interface 

AAA’s Annotation interface is enables students to add questions, comments, cri-
tiques, and more using several annotation types. We used a context-based annotation 
engine[9] which include reorganization and integration modules for the HTML/XML 
document. Figure 6 (A) shows our annotation interface; students have added line, 
circle, and note annotations.  

AAA provides interaction techniques that enable students to ask questions instruc-
tors to reply (Figure 6 (B)). To ask questions, students draw marks and type their 
question in a text input box. The system recognizes the marking type and extracts the 
context under the marking area to produce an image screen and send it to the instruc-
tor along with the question. Hence instructor doesn’t need to check the annotation 
notes on the web site. 
 

(A)                                                            (B) 

Fig. 6. Annotation Interface Interaction between instructor and student in AAA 
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 6   Summary of Usability Inspection 

We conducted a usability inspection on our prototype using heuristic evaluation[11] 
with five instructors and seven university students. We built a small data-structure 
lesson using AAA to augment existing university online coursework[10]. We sur-
veyed the instructor and students who had previously taken online data structure 
courses. The instructors were asked to design scenario. We demonstrated the AAA 
lecturing to the students and ask to add annotation. After the tests, a survey was done 
with 5 principles and 6 heuristics which include severity from 1 to 6. For items with 
severity less than 3, an empirical study was performed through separate survey. In the 
chapter, only the most important items from test results are summarized. 

All five instructors commented that our approach was very interesting and they 
were satisfied with AAA’s easy authoring interface. Four instructors suggested incor-
porating more real-world teaching behavior into AAA. One instructor pointed out if 
we would support synchronization functions between annotation and multimedia 
objects, it would takes too a great deal of time to build on existing material. For this 
reason, they recommended adding or substituting Flash or Java applets in AAA rather 
programming the synchronization. 

All seven students preferred animated online courses to previous static web 
courses. Most students were satisfied that they could clearly understand the key point 
of the page they were shown. However some students disliked the necessity of ani-
mated teaching assistant in online courseware. They have to watch the avatar lectur-
ing even though they can grasp the key point quickly. They commented that they 
would prefer to be able to choose watching the avatar or not. 

7   Conclusions and Future Works 

We have built an avatar augmented annotation (AAA) interface and investigated its 
effectiveness and usability. Our authoring interface enables an instructor to create a 
teaching scenario using digital inking annotation on 2D and 3B based web material. 
AAA generates a script for avatar lecturing which includes high-level teaching behav-
ior. To do this, we define an avatar annotation markup language and support annota-
tion techniques to lecture material. We found that AAA presents positive educational 
effectiveness and usability compared with previous static online courseware.  

We acknowledge that there are significant technical issues with some of the fea-
tures and methods as indicated from the user study. Our study applies to e-Learning, 
IETM (Interactive Electronic Technical Manual), Intelligent Tutoring System, and 
eBook. In future work we plan to develop a plug-in program to add our lecturing 
interface on existing web document. 
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